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Ba kground
During my Ph.D. work, I was dealing with ultrashort pulse propagation in opti al
bers.

Propagation of ultrashort pulses is highly ae ted by dispersion and non-

linearities. The nonlinear ee ts in opti al bers might be of orders of magnitude
higher than in bulk opti al

omponents in

ase of a fo used beam be ause of the

long intera tion length of light with matter. This fa t gave rise to novel investigation methods in nonlinear opti s. At the same time, under
opti al bers

ontrolled

ir umstan es

an transmit light with low loss over long distan es with negligible

distortion of the signal. For these reasons opti al bers are extremely widely used
and found appli ations in many elds of resear h and engineering.
The nonlinear and the dispersion parameters that determine ultrashort pulse
propagation in opti al bers

an be modied by the design of the ber stru ture.

They are espe ially variable in the so- alled photoni

rystal bers whi h

onsist of

glasses with dierent dopants and hollows lled with air or other gases.
Due to the normal material dispersion in the visible and near infrared wavelength
regions, the dierent spe tral
pulses be ome positively

omponents of the pulses gain dierent delays (the

hirped) during propagation in standard sili a bers and

other opti al elements. This leads to temporal broadening of the pulse. For various
appli ations, where shorter pulses are needed, the material dispersion has to be
over ome, (the pulses need to be de hirped) whi h
by the use of photoni
important to

an be a hieved for example

rystal bers. In the dispersion

onsider the peak intensity of the

ompensation pro ess it is

ompressed pulse.

The nonlinear

ee ts indu ed by the high intensity of the pulse may lead to spe tral distortion
and even breaking up of the pulse. Ee tive

ompensation of the dispersion while

avoiding nonlinear distortions are possible by the appli ation of hollow- ore photoni
rystal bers. In these bers nonlinearity is redu ed be ause most of the energy is
onned in the air

ore, whi h has a negligible nonlinear

oe ient.

For some appli ations su h as the investigation of ultrashort pro esses it is ne essary to

ompress the pulses. The minimum temporal pulse duration is determined by

the spe trum due to the Fourier transform relationship. To obtain shorter pulse durations than the Fourier transform limited width, spe tral broadening by a nonlinear
opti al pro ess has to be realized. This

an be a

Ultrashort pulses are originally generated by
lasers exploiting

omplished by ber nonlinearities.
ompli ated setups in luding dye

olliding pulse mode-lo king or solid-state lasers. Due to the ad-

van es in opti al ber te hnology,

onsiderable attention is drawn by light sour es
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that

onsist of ber opti al

omponents, possibly in an all-ber setup. The advan-

tages of passively mode-lo ked ber lasers

ompared to solid-state lasers in lude

ompa tness, environmental stability, lower

ost and low maintenan e. Ultrashort

µm are

pulses that are generated by all-ber os illators around 1
short as some 100 fs, a

ompressible to as

ording to previous works.

Motivation and methods
Hollow- ore photoni

rystal bers guide light by the photoni

ladding stru ture. This is in

bandgap ee t of the

ontrast to standard sili a bers, whi h guide light by

the total internal ree tion in the

ore. For total internal ree tion the

have a higher refra tive index than the

ore needs to

ladding, thus air-guidan e is impossible with

su h bers. In theory, the loss of air- ore bers within the bandgap is lower than
the loss of solid- ore bers, be ause of the s attering of light in media. In pra ti e,
however, hollow- ore bers have higher transmission loss and the bandgap in ludes
additional loss peaks.

In realisti , so- alled hollow- ore Bragg photoni

bers sili a struts are inserted to hold the spa e between

on entri

loss me hanisms arise due to the presen e of the struts. We
modes, whi h
are

ause loss due to symmetry

aused by the in reased ele tri

of the stru ture. A

bandgap

sili a layers. The

an distinguish surfa e

on erns, and the leaking modes, whi h

eld in the air layers due to an in orre t design

ording to an analogy with one-dimensional Bragg stru tures

our purpose was to investigate the loss me hanism

aused by the leaking modes and

to eliminate them in the ber design pro edure.
The self-phase modulation is the most ommon nonlinear pro ess in opti al bers.
It

orresponds to a nonlinear temporal phase-shift on the pulse whi h is proportional

to the temporal intensity fun tion of the pulse. By the Fourier transformation of the
temporal fun tion it leads to broadening and modulation of the spe trum. In

ase

of ultrashort pulses this phase-shift might rea h a high value at relatively low pulse
energies. By taking the linear (dispersive) and nonlinear phase-shifts into a

ount in

the simulations, optimization of the propagation parameters might lead to spe tral
broadening and pulse

ompression. My aim was the experimental demonstration of

ompression of a pulse below it's Fourier transform limit.
Our further goal was to develop an all-ber, passively mode-lo ked ytterbium
laser that generates ultrashort pulses that are

ompressible to a few 100 fs. Beside

the experimental realization our aim was to determine the prin iples of the modelo king me hanism by the

hara terization of the output pulses.
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Results
Thesis 1
diele tri

We have proposed a method for the proper design of photoni

bandgap

stru tures used at grazing in iden e [T1℄. The theory is based on the one-

dimensional multilayer design, that I applied to one- and two-dimensional stru tures.
I have

ompared plane photoni

ples and suggested diele tri

bandgap diele tri

mirrors of dierent design prin i-

mirrors to be used in grazing in iden e as laser mirrors.

Based on the one-dimensional results, we extended the model to two-dimensional
photoni

bandgap diele tri

photoni

bandgap bers.

ing modes in realisti

stru tures and applied it to all-sili a hollow- ore Bragg
I investigated the prin iples of the elimination of leak-

hollow- ore Bragg photoni

mode free stru tures and we

bandgap bers. I found leaking

ompared the results to simulations done by the full-

ve torial nite element method, taking the appropriate ber stru ture into a
Results show that the one-dimensional model is

apable of giving estimates for the

design of leaking mode free hollow- ore Bragg photoni
represents an ee tive

ount.

bandgap bers and thus

omplementary tool to simulations done by

ompli ated and

time- onsuming full-wave solvers.

Thesis 2

Pulse

ompression below the Fourier transform limit

by nonlinear spe tral broadening.
a hieved in a photoni

an be realized

For sub-nanojoule pulse energies, this

rystal ber with redu ed

ore size. A

an be

ording to simulations

of pulse propagation and optimization of the pre- hirp and subsequent dispersionompensation

oe ients, I have experimentally demonstrated two-fold pulse

om-

pression on nearly transform limited 24 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser around
800 nm [T2℄.

Thesis 3

We have developed a passively mode-lo ked, all-ber, all-normal disper-

sion ytterbium ring os illator, working at 1.03
pulses, that

µm.

The laser produ es pi ose ond

an be de hirped by an external grating pair to

[T3℄. We have investigated the laser

∼ 200 fs pulse durations

hara teristi s as an aim to better understand

the theory of mode-lo king in ber os illators, operating in the normal dispersion
regime. We found, that the pulse-shaping in the os illator is based on nonlinear polarization evolution in the ber se tions together with spe tral and temporal ltering
by a polarizing element.
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